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Fifty years ago, on January 15, 
1966, Plymouth Harbor opened 
its doors to the first residents of 
our community. While much 
has changed since then, the 
original dream and vision of our 
founder, The Reverend Dr. John 
Whitney MacNeil, has remained 
constant.  
 
The concept of Plymouth Harbor was certainly 
ahead of its time. To conceive a community for 
older adults that would allow them to live and 
age gracefully together in an enriched homelike 
environment offering a full continuum of  
amenities and services, including healthcare, is 
admirable. From raising the funds necessary to 
make this community a reality, to bypassing 
height restrictions to build our 25-story tower, 
Plymouth Harbor is truly a living and breathing 
miracle today.  
 
The Reverend Dr. MacNeil was a force to be  
reckoned with. After moving to Sarasota, not  
only did he contribute to a substantial increase  
in membership for the First Congregational  
United Church of Christ, but he spearheaded the 
efforts to establish “a college of quality” in the  
region, known today as New College of Florida.   
 
Next on The Reverend Dr. MacNeil’s list was  
to establish a retirement community where  
older adults could age with both grace and  
dignity, among friends. On March 14, 1961,  
 

records of the church contain      
a motion passed by the  
“Retired Community Planning 
Committee,” which consisted  
of five church members and 
The Reverend Dr. MacNeil. It 
was here that the Plymouth 
Harbor, Inc. Board of Trustees 

          was established. Plymouth 
Harbor, even though it was not yet named, was 
born, and The Reverend Dr. MacNeil had been 
in town less than four years. 
 
Once designed, an official groundbreaking  
ceremony for Plymouth Harbor took place on  
July 4, 1964. The tower was built in 16 months  
— an extraordinary pace. Essentially, one floor  
was completed per week, and upon completion, 
the tower had a total of 343 apartments.  
 
Since then, as a community, we have endured 
hardships, overcome obstacles, and surpassed  
expectations of what traditional retirement  
living looks like. Overall, the first 50 years in  
the history of Plymouth Harbor have revealed  
a commitment to innovation, perseverance,  
and excellence that serves as the model for  
many decades to come.  
 
The future is bright for Plymouth Harbor, with 
an increasing emphasis on the many aspects of  
successful aging. In the coming years, we hope 
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to continue to be the preferred community for  
multi-generations of older adults who desire an 
active lifestyle that challenges their physical, 
mental, intellectual, emotional, social, and  
spiritual well-being.  
 
As the phrase coined for our 50th Anniversary 
states, Plymouth Harbor celebrates our past and 
envisions our future. We recognize that without 
the efforts of The Reverend Dr. John Whitney 
MacNeil and his group of visionaries, Plymouth 
Harbor would not be here today.  
 
We pay tribute to that notion and are grateful  
to the countless staff, residents, donors, and 
members of the community who contributed  
to our success. In their honor, Plymouth Harbor 
continues to seek ways to innovate, improve, 
and stay relevant for both our current and future 
residents — who we hope will enjoy Plymouth 
Harbor for more than 50 years to come. 
 
Thank you for choosing to be a part of Plymouth 
Harbor. We are thrilled that you’re here to  
celebrate a spectacular 50 years with us.  
 
We hope you will join us on May 23, 2016 
for our second annual MacNeil Day, this year  
celebrating our 50th Anniversary. Details below: 

 

What:  
MacNeil Day 2016 

 Celebrating our 50th Anniversary 
 

Where:  
Mayflower Restaurant  

 

When:  
May 23, 2016 

Commemoration Ceremony 4:00 p.m. 
Reception 5:00 p.m. 
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—Rev. Dick Sparrow, Interim Chaplain  

The place where the world’s deep hunger and our own deep gladness intersect – that’s the optimum location 
where we’re encouraged to live, according to Frederick Buechner, noted author, teacher, and pastor. Many  
of us have known, know or will know, that place – the spot where we are most alive, engaged, and genuinely 
grateful. 
 

Buechner refers to this place as our ‘calling’ or ‘vocation.’ Parker Palmer, Quaker author, notes it as the work 
which ‘you can’t not do.’ My wife knew in grade school that she was going to be teacher – and educating is 
what she has done for 50+ years. For thousands of students, she has lived in the place where her deep  
gladness and the world’s deep hunger have intersected. She could not have said no to teaching. 
 

For many of us, our calling may not have been that clear (if clear at all!), though perhaps it is precisely where 
we have found ourselves investing the energies of mind, body, and spirit. Over the years of my ministry,  
I’ve never been in a community where so many people live into their ‘vocations’ or ‘callings’ as do the  
residents and staff of Plymouth Harbor. Buechner refers to ‘the world’s deep hunger and our deep gladness’ 
intersecting...and I observe that intersection daily at 700 John Ringling Blvd. At a recent piano recital in  
Pilgrim Hall, all seats were occupied by those of us with a deep hunger to be fed by the sounds of a gifted  
artist. At a death in the Smith Care Center (SCC), as staff wept over the loss of a resident known and loved  
for years, I celebrated the intersection. In the Mayflower Restaurant, as a lone resident took the hand of a 
young waiter who had just been awarded Employee of the Month and he returned the touch with a smile 
words can’t describe, I witnessed the intersection again. At a recent SCC volunteer appreciation lunch, I 
watched as residents talked about their long commitment to volunteering in SCC...where ‘deep hunger and 
deep gladness’ intersect daily in life-changing ways. What a privilege to read about and listen to residents 
who have used (and in many instances still use) their gifts and skills in the world — especially in the greater 
Sarasota community in schools, theaters, medical centers, museums, gardens, and the list goes on and on — 
continuing to meet the world’s deep hungers with their own deep gladness. Dining staff to Administration, 
Housekeeping to Valet, Callahan Center staff to Resident Services, Wellness Center to SCC...I observe the  
interactions that occur with residents and I realize that all staff must instinctively know deep down that life  
is short and we have only this very day to touch another life. Recently, the home of a Plymouth Harbor staff 
member burned to the ground — and the outpouring of generosity, concern, and love from staff and  
residents alike was more than enough to prove Buechner right. 
 

What all of this requires is a capacity to look inward at what we love to do, and outward at the world’s deep 
hunger. Doing what I love presumably meets the first requirement, and looking at the deep hungers of the 
world through each other’s eyes fulfills the second requirement. Parker Palmer takes this one step further by 
emphasizing that it’s never too late to find the intersection. Perhaps in our latter years, Palmer writes, when 
we have more time to reflect, we can discover (or re-discover) the place of our deep gladness and work toward 
some of the world’s deep hungers, often right in our backyard. That intersection leads to blessings for all. 

jx exÅxÅuxÜ 
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Alice Groenings  
April 11, 2016 

Kathryn “Kay” Belyeu 
April 8, 2016 
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Moving to a Continuing Care Retirement  
Community (CCRC) is a unique decision for  
everyone. We’d like to share our reasons for making 
the decision. To help you understand, you’ll need to 
know a little about us. Here are our reasons: 
 

Being good planners and staying ahead of the 
game. We planned to retire when we were 65 but 
were able to reach our financial goals and retired 10 
years early. We have been very diligent in searching 
for the best CCRC for us; the search took over two 
years. We visited 15 communities and put our  
names on three waiting lists. As you have done, we  
concluded that Plymouth Harbor best fits our plan. 
Picking the right CCRC for us is one part of the 
equation; another part is deciding at what age to 
move. We learned that the average admission age is 
about 81, but the range varies greatly. For us, we set 
a goal of moving in at age 74 — this should give us  
10 years of Independent (Resort) Living. 
 

Being on a waiting list is not enough. In our  
research, we learned that many new communities 
are being developed. Some will be successful, others  
will fail. Since it is virtually impossible to tell which 
will be successful, we decided to select only non-
profit CCRCs with strong financials and over 25 
years of service. Unfortunately, these are in high  
demand as demonstrated by the increasing  
length of their waiting lists. If you want to get  
the community of your choice, you need to act.  
 

Our concern about Dementia data. During our 
research we learned that when a person reaches the  
age of 85 the probability of having some form of  
dementia is 50%.  Since there are two of us, that 
means that by age 85 the probability of one of us 
having dementia is 100%. Several years prior to 85, 
we want to be in a facility enjoying Independent  
Living so that when the time comes we’ll be better  
able to get the services we will most likely need. 
 

It’s not “the home,” it’s resort living. During  
20 years of retirement, we have been fortunate to  
be able do all the “normal” retirement activities 
(such as traveling, playing with grandbabies, golfing, 
gardening, etc.). Once we’d done all of those things, 
we found ourselves asking “what’s next?” Part of  
our CCRC requirements was to find a community 
with vibrant and compatible Independent Living  
amenities and a location with services that are more 
like a resort than “the home.” At Plymouth Harbor 
we look forward to making new friends,  
doing some traveling, and coming home to our  
resort condo. 
 

Let the kids live their lives. This reason needs to 
be listed, but we each justify it in our own way. 
 

Listen to those who know. We visit Plymouth  
Harbor on a regular basis, making a point of talking 
with residents. We’ve asked the obvious questions, 
and the answers vary. But one question elicits the 
same answer. When asked: “Would you do it again?” 
the answer is: “Yes, but I wish I’d done it sooner.” 
That response has been repeated so many times we 
include it as our final reason for pulling the trigger. 
 

Now you know our reasoning for moving. We have 
put a down payment on one of the soon to be built 
units, and plan to rent an apartment until our unit 
of choice becomes available. If you’re on the waiting 
list, pick an entry age that works for you and make  
it happen! “Do it sooner.” 

MAKING THE DECISION: 
BY HARBOR CLUB MEMBERS CARL KOENIG 

AND CONNIE SANDERS 

MEET THE HARBOR CLUB 
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UPDATE: THE MACNEIL SOCIETY  

We are very grateful to all of the MacNeil Society members who have 
thoughtfully included a gift to the Plymouth Harbor Foundation in their  
estate through a bequest, gift annuity agreement, trust arrangement, life  
insurance, or retirement plan.   

Tom & Marie Belcher 
Joe Berkely 
Charles R. & Gloria J. Broderick (deceased) 
Ruth Carmichael (deceased) 
Even T. Collinsworth 
Evelin Corsey (deceased) 
Bruce Crawford 
John & Alida de Jongh 
Jeanette M. DeVore 
Carl Denney & Winnie Downes 
Beatrice Doheny (deceased) 
Elsie Dreffein (deceased) 
Matilda Fontaine (deceased) 
Harry & Nancy Hobson 
Allen & Stephanie Hochfelder 

Henry & Janet Jacobs 
Susan Johnson 
Elizabeth & William Johnston 
Gerda & Vytas (Mac) Maceikonis 
John W. Markham III 
Walt & Gerry Mattson 
Jeanne McNulty 
Anne Moore (deceased) 
Joan Runge (deceased) 
Bobi Sanderson 
Charleen Sessions 
Joan Sheil 
Jack & Peg Smith 
Phil & Barry Starr 
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NEW NAMED SCHOLARSHIP  

Charleen Sessions has endowed a new scholarship, the Charleen Sessions Scholarship, which  
will be offered for the first time in 2017. The Charleen Sessions Scholarship is a general education  
scholarship supporting educational endeavors of current Plymouth Harbor employees who are 
seeking post-secondary degrees, certifications, or specialty training. Because this scholarship is  
endowed, it will be offered annually in perpetuity.   
 
Please join us in thanking Mrs. Sessions for her support of the Plymouth Harbor Foundation! 
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Nearly six years ago, residents Marian Kessler and BJ Peters 
began working with a program called “SnackPack.” This  
program helps deliver snack time meals to underprivileged 
children at the Bay Haven School in Sarasota. “Snack time” is  
a mandatory component of K-5 schools today, and without the 
SnackPack program, some children would show up with no snack at all. Can you imagine what it must 
be like for a child to sit empty-handed and hungry in school while classmates all around are having a 
snack? Teachers were left to fill the gap.  
  
Marian and BJ have seen the SnackPack program evolve over the years. In fact, at one time, these snacks 
were packed on our very own campus. Today, however, Marian and BJ collect tax-deductible monetary 
donations from neighbors, friends, and family in order to purchase the food. Typically, the snack bags 
contain items such as granola bars, pudding cups, and the like, five items per bag to cover a week. They 
work with the guidance counselor at Bay Haven School to determine quantities and the right foods to 
buy. The school provides a designated space for Plymouth Harbor volunteers to come to sort and pack. 
While Marian and BJ only need six volunteers at a time to help pack the bags, it takes numerous  
contributors to ensure that they can purchase enough food to fill the need. The process of purchasing 
food, bag labeling, and packing is done once a month.  
  
The most crucial element of the SnackPack program is that students who receive this aid remain  
anonymous. How is this accomplished? SnackPacks arrive in labeled plastic bags similar to other  
children’s snack bags at school. The bags are then placed in the same bin as all other classroom snacks, 
and when the time come for kids to take their snack, it is virtually impossible to tell where each one 
originated.  
  
Since they began working with the program, Marian and BJ have had support from more than 40  
volunteers and contributors within Plymouth Harbor. The original 40 SnackPack recipients from Bay 
Haven School have increased to 63 children who qualify for food assistance. 
  
“The need is real and growing,” says Marian. “It’s a very small amount of time that volunteers give, but 
the impact is huge.”  
  
BJ, a school teacher herself for 25 years, adds, “It’s certainly a wonderful relationship between the staff 
and students at Bay Haven. It’s a comfortable place and you can sense the rapport right away. The 
SnackPack program fits right into that spirit.” 

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
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COMMUNITY IMPACT: SNACKPACKS  

    Continuing our “community impact” feature from last month’s 
Harbor Light, we thought it would be interesting to implement a 
series specifically dedicated to showing just how involved Plymouth 
Harbor residents are in the greater Sarasota community. We hope 
you will enjoy it.  
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This monthly series will address  
questions regarding our new 
Northwest Garden Building. 
Please submit questions to Joe 
Devore or Gordon Okawa, and 
you can find their response here.  

 
QUESTION  
Are we doing anything from a 
photography standpoint to track 
the progress of construction? 
 
ANSWER 
A camera has been installed on 
the roof of the Tower so that we 
can track construction progress 
from today through the end of 
construction. This camera will 
give real-time views online as 
well as the ability to do a time 
lapse video. We will provide 
more information soon.  

NORTHWEST GARDEN 

BUILDING Q&A CORNER 

THE CONTINUUM 

MAKING PROGRESS: THE NORTHWEST 

GARDEN BUILDING 
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Construction for the Northwest Garden project is moving  
forward on schedule. Test piles measuring the integrity of the  
foundation were successful, and as evidenced by the photos shown 
below, construction has begun.  
 
Staff is working diligently alongside our construction team to  
ensure that every detail is met for the new Memory Care Center, 
Assisted Living, and Independent Living residences. In the  
meantime, we thought it would be interesting to share some  
progress photos directly from the construction site.  
 
These photos depict the construction site before and after the  
demolition of the Cooling Tower, the removal of the North Garden 
second-floor balconies (which will be incorporated into the new  
building), and resident construction viewings in N-313. Please stay 
tuned for continued progress updates. 
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As we ease into the more casual spring  
and summer months, residents will be  
able to enjoy a new approach to Sunday 
breakfast in the Mayflower Restaurant.  
Starting Sunday, May 15, a delicious  
á la carte breakfast menu will be  
available from 10:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. 
 
Offerings from the griddle will include Buttermilk Pancakes, Belgian Waffles, and Brioche French 
Toast, with sweet butter, warm maple syrup, strawberries, bananas, or seasonal berries. Classic and 
contemporary selections will include Creamed Chipped Beef (shaved beef in béchamel sauce on 
grilled sourdough bread), a Lobster and Crab Omelette (sautéed crab and lobster meat with fresh 
herbs and crème fraiche), and Corned Beef Hash served with two poached eggs.   
 
Lighter side offerings will include a House-Made Yogurt Parfait (fresh fruit and granola), Fresh 
Fruit & Berries, Fresh Florida Grapefruit, and Swiss Muesli (oats, raisins, nuts, and fresh fruit). For 
more traditional fare, you’ll have your choice of farm eggs, Egg Beaters, or egg whites; served with 
breakfast potatoes and choice of toast; a Three Egg Omelette (choice of three ingredients  
from ham, bacon, sausage, mushrooms, onions, tomatoes, or bell peppers, and American, Swiss,  
or cheddar cheese); the All American — two eggs, any style, and your choice of bacon or sausage; 
and the PH Frittata, made with chorizo, roasted tomato, cheese, and onions. And, of course, the  
ever-popular Eggs Benedict will be a featured menu item as well.   
 
For those who enjoy a Sunday morning cocktail, Bloody Marys (with shrimp, olive, and celery) and 
PH Mimosas (Chandon and orange juice) will be available. And, of course, complimentary coffee 
and tea. 
 
In the meantime, we hope you will continue to enjoy Sunday Brunch in the Mayflower and the  
special Mother’s Day Brunch on May 8. The Champagne Brunches will return once again on  
November 6.     
 

SUMMER SUNDAYS IN THE 

MAYFLOWER RESTAURANT 

NEWS FROM THE DINING ROOM 
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—Tena Wilson 
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Tim Schalch has been a line dance instructor since 2012,  
and has been teaching at Plymouth Harbor for a little over  
a year now. He teaches our intermediate line dancing class 
from 10:30-11:30 a.m. every Thursday.  
 
Tim originally attended Temple University in Philadelphia, 
where he played baseball. He later transferred to Florida 
A&M University in Tallahassee where he earned his  
bachelor’s degree in marketing and his master’s degree in 
sports management. Tim continued to play baseball while  
he was a student at Florida A&M, but he picked up another 
sport after visiting a country music restaurant in 2008 — 
line dancing. Although he had not been exposed to line dancing before, he picked it up fairly quickly. 
 
Tim enjoyed line dancing so much that he continued to visit country music establishments to learn 
new routines, all the while finishing up his master’s degree, serving as a graduate assistant, and 
coaching baseball. After he graduated, Tim went on to play Minor League baseball for two years with 
the Evansville Otters in Evansville, Indiana. Eventually, he moved to Sarasota, and when the White 
Buffalo Saloon opened in 2012, he landed a job as an instructor.  
 
Since then, Tim has launched his own business, TLS Entertainment, where he offers one-on-one and 
group classes, DJ/music services, and classes for both corporate and private events. Through this 
business, Tim has taught classes at weddings, business functions, and even on a country music 
cruise. In addition to his passion for teaching, Tim holds a full-time position as a Marketing and  
Advertising Account Executive at WWSB ABC 7.  
 
Of teaching at Plymouth Harbor, Tim says, “It’s been very exciting to see how well residents have 
progressed from the first lesson until now. They have a great outlook, and they are always inviting 
new people to join the class.” 
 
If you are interested in learning more, you can visit Tim’s website at www.tlsentertainmentfl.com,  
or you can simply stop by his Thursday morning class. 
 

MEET THE WELLNESS TEAM:  

TIM SCHALCH, LINE DANCE  

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR 

WELLNESS 
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HARBOR HAPPENINGS 

CAFÉ CHATS  

C��� ���� H�		
  
 

Friday  
May 13 at 10:00 a.m.  

PLYMOUTH ROCK CAFÉ  

PAUL PAZKOWSKI  

On the Guitar 

5:30—6:30 p.m. 
Thursdays — May 5, 19 
 

JIM MYERS  

On the Keyboard 

5:15—6:15 p.m. 
Thursdays — May 12, 26 

UPCOMING EVENTS  

Plymouth Harbor will have its annual meeting discussing hurricane  
preparedness for 2016. 
 

Tuesday, May 10th at 3:00 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall. 

RESIDENT MEETING: HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS  

NEW RESIDENT WINE AND CHEESE PARTY 

A reception where current residents can mingle and welcome new residents 
of Plymouth Harbor. 
 

Monday, May 9th from 4:00-5:00 p.m. on the Mezzanine. 

NORTHWEST GARDEN CONSTRUCTION VIEWING 

Residents are able to view construction progress for the new Northwest Garden 
Building from the vacant N-313 apartment. Viewings began in April, and will 
continue to occur on Tuesdays and Fridays from 1:00-4:00 p.m. 
 

Tuesdays and Fridays from 1:00-4:00 p.m. 

SECURE DOCUMENT SHREDDING 

Locked secure containers will be placed in the Resident Business Center and  
in the North Garden (in the second floor elevator lobby) for residents to  
deposit their personal documents to be shredded. The company that will  
collect these containers specializes in secure document destruction.     

C��� ���� C��� R���  
 

Tuesdays  
May 17 at 10:00 a.m.  
May 24 at 2:00 p.m.  

Containers will be in place Monday, May 23rd — Monday, May 30th.  
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HERE, THERE, AND EVERYWHERE 

CONSERVATION TIP: 

Think water. Start by making sure that  
nothing leaks: sinks, showers, toilets. Is 
there still a faucet that drips?  
 
Our wonderful maintenance staff will be 
glad to fix them all. Just ask. (Ext. 567) 

UPCOMING EVENTS  

21. 

SARASOTA BAYFRONT: 20:20 

DINNER OUTING: OWEN’S FISH CAMP  

Bus outing to local seafood restaurant, Owen’s Fish Camp. Enjoy a variety of 
items, including oyster shooters, fish and chips, and seafood jambalaya.  
Call Ext. 252 to sign up. 

 

Wednesday, May 18th, depart at 5:00 p.m. Cost: $10 plus Dutch Treat dinner.  

SUNCOAST AQUATIC NATURE CENTER 

Thursday, May 12th at 7:45 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.    

Paul Blackketter, CEO of Suncoast Aquatic Nature Center Associates (SANCA) 
will be onsite to discuss new events and programs. SANCA is the nonprofit 
organization that operates Nathan Benderson Park. 

WELLNESS CENTER OUTING: KAYAK TRIP 
Enjoy an adventurous morning of kayaking through the mangrove tunnels as seen 
from Plymouth Harbor’s backyard! Cost: $65 per person. Includes: Single or  
tandem kayak rental, a 2-hour guided tour, plus transportation to South  
Lido beach. 14 kayaks available — 6 single kayaks & 8 tandem kayaks. Call 
Chris Valuck (Ext. 377) to sign up.  
 

Tuesday, May 17th from 8:30-11:30 a.m. Meet in the lobby. Deadline to sign up: May 13th. 

Michael Klauber, owner of Michael’s On East, and Virginia Haley, president of 
Visit Sarasota County, will be onsite to discuss a master plan for the downtown 
Sarasota Bayfront area.   
 

Thursday, May 26th at 7:45 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.   
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ARTS, CREATIVITY, AND EDUCATION 

ART & ARTISTS 

“E���	� H !!�	 ��� T�� B$��% C��&�'” 
 

 

  Wednesday, May 25th  
  Pilgrim Hall  3:00 p.m.  

UPCOMING EVENTS  

MEZZANINE ART RECEPTION: LOU NEWMAN  

Lou Newman’s 10th Annual Wildlife Photography Exhibit, featuring “A Focus on Birds.”  
 

Reception: Tuesday, May 3rd from 5:00—7:30 p.m. 

Bruce Rodgers is the Executive Director of The Hermitage Artist Retreat — where 
world-class artistic creators of all disciplines are invited to work, with a “bank" of six 
weeks of time and two years to "spend" that time in any increment they choose.  
 

Thursday, May 19th at 7:45 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.  

BRUCE RODGERS OF THE HERMITAGE 
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PERLMAN ALUMNI CONCERT 

This concert will feature music by alumni of the Perlman Music Program/Suncoast. 
These young international string musicians have trained with Itzhak Perlman  

himself. Funded by the Plymouth Harbor Foundation. 
 

Thursday, May 5th at 7:45 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall. 

Bus transportation will be available to the Sarasota Music Festival for the  
Friday and Saturday performances in June. Call 941-953-3434 for tickets to 
the festival. Call Ext. 252 to sign up for bus transportation. Cost: $10. 
 

Transportation to Friday and Saturday performances on: June 10, 11;  17, 18;  24, 25.  

BUS TRANSPORTATION TO SARASOTA MUSIC FESTIVAL 

You’re invited to attend a year-end piano recital by students of Eleonora Levando, 
featuring students from age five through high school.  
 

Friday, May 27th at 6:30 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall.  

PIANO RECITAL BY STUDENTS OF ELEONORA LEVANDO  
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NEW IN THE LIBRARY 

*IZ[\]^_`a ^ b\c_. 
NEW DVDS 
 

The Barchester Chronicles* 

The Big Short 

Bone Tomahawk 

Bridge of Spies 

Cecil B. DeMille Collection* (5 films) 

Child 44 

The Danish Girl 

The Eagle Has Landed* 

Edward Hopper* 

Elizabeth R* 

Garden of Evil* 

Great Epochs of European Art* 

The Gunfighter*  

Lady from Shanghai* 

The Life of Verdi* 

Long Day’s Journey Into Night* 

Lord Mountbatten: The Last Viceroy* 

Mass in B Minor* 

Museum Masterpieces: The Louvre*  

My Foolish Heart 

Natalie Dessay: Miracle d’une voix* 

Rawhide* 

Silent Witness* (Season One) 

Spotlight 

Spy 

Steve Jobs 

Tales of the Unexpected* (Set 1) 

Topsy-Turvy* 

Vermeer: Painter of Light* 

Victor Frankenstein 

War & Peace* 

Wild Tales 

NEW BOOKS 
 

FICTION, REGULAR PRINT 
 

Alice & Oliver* by Charles Bock (2016)  

And Then I Found You* by Patti Callahan 

As Times Goes By by Mary Higgins Clark (2016) 

Bone Deep* by Randy Wayne White 

Circling The Sun* by Paula McLain  

Cometh The Hour* by Jeffrey Archer (2016) 

Dark Harbor* by David Hosp 

Dead of Night* by Randy Wayne White 

A Girl’s Guide to Moving On* by Debbie Macomber  

High Dive* by Jonathan Lee  

Hotels of North America* by Richard Moody 

The Little Red Chairs* by Edna O’Brien  

The Mercedes Coffin* by Faye Kellerman 

Off the Grid* by C.J. Box (2016) 

The Summer Before the War* by Helen Simonson (2016) 

The Wolves* by Colum McCann  
 

FICTION, LARGE PRINT 
 

Cometh The Hour by Jeffrey Archer (2016) 

Fool Me Once by Harlan Coben (2016) 

Property of a Noblewoman by Danielle Steel (2016) 

The Silver Boat* by Luanne Rice 
 

NON-FICTION, REGULAR PRINT 
 

Defeating ISIS* by Malcolm Nance 

Early Bird: Memoir of Premature Retirement*  

       by Rodney Rothman 

A History of Visual Art in Sarasota* by Pat Ringling Buck 

Thirteen Ways of Looking* by Colum McCann 

Uganda Be Kidding Me* by Chelsea Handler 

BOOK DISCUSSION  
 

“House of Splendid Isolation”  
By Edna O'Brien  

 
 

Discussion led by: Celia Catlett 
 

Friday, May 6th in Club Room 4:00 p.m. 

Call Ext. 252  for a copy of the book ($9)  
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SUNDAYS AT 2:00 & 7:00 PM 

AT THE MOVIES 

VISIT PLYMOUTHHARBOR.ORG/NEWS for newsletter  
articles, updates, Insights videos, and more. 
 

VISIT PLYMOUTHHARBOR.ORG/NEWSLETTER for full,  
archived editions of Harbor Light. 
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700 John Ringling Boulevard 
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Spectre 
(2015)       Color 148 minutes      PG-13 

MAY 1 

 

MAY 8 

 

MAY 15 

 

MAY 22 

 

TUESDAYS AT 7:45 PM 

MAY 3 

 

MAY 10 

 

MAY 17 

 

MAY 24 

Inspector Morse: Service Of All The Dead 
(1987)       Color 103 minutes      PG-13 

 

MAY 31 

Grandma 
(2015)       Color 79 min      R 

 

MAY 29 


